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Aim: Compare Outcomes of Aorto-femoral Bypasses 

with Femoral Bypass and Hybrid Stenting Procedures

▪ Review of procedures from 2006-2013 in the VQI

1872 procedures for aortoiliac occlusive disease

Propensity score matching left a cohort with 1085 patients

 1094 Aortobifemoral bypass (ABF) or Aortounifemoral 

bypass (AUF)

 711 Cross femoral bypass (CFB) and hybrid procedures 

of femoral endarterectomy with patch angioplasty and 

iliac stenting (EPS) 



▪ Primary outcome:   1 year survival

▪ Secondary outcomes: 

1 year primary patency

major amputation



Unit of analysis of the patient – only earliest 

procedure included in sample

Concomitant procedures excluded:

 ABF, AUF, and CFB cases were excluded if 

concomitant endovascular intervention or 

infrainguinal bypass 

 EPS surgeries excluded if vessels other than 

iliac and femorals treated



Propensity Score Matching

▪ Goal: compare like patients to like patients

▪ Stepwise logistic regression of baseline patient 

characteristic variables that were statistically 

significant across comparison groups

▪ One to many matching

▪ Tests of if cohorts appropriately matched, including 

reviewing if balanced by indication of claudication vs 

CLI.



Table 1 – Baseline Characteristics
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Figure 1– Survival by Procedure



Figure 2 – Primary Patency by Procedure



Figure 3– Freedom from Amputation 

by Procedure



CLI Sub-analyses

▪ Procedure type not an independent predictor of 

mortality

Age>65, increased VSGNE CRI score correlated 

with mortality, preop ambulatory status protective

▪ ABF/AUF a significant predictor of primary patency 

after adjusting for prior history of PVI and race

▪ Procedure type not an independent predictor of 

amputation in CLI

Prior amputation, CHF, prior lower extremity 

bypass predictive



Limitations

▪ Long-term followup limitations

▪ Missing data

▪ Propensity matching can only adjust for observable 

differences



Conclusions

▪ Direct open approach to aortoiliac occlusive disease 

demonstrated better 1 year primary patency than 

less invasive strategies in propensity matched 

comparisons

▪ However, treatment approach was not a predictor of 

1-year survival or limb salvage, suggesting that 

patient factors and procedure indication have a 

greater impact on outcome.



The Role of Femoral Endarterectomy



Aim: Compare Open Aortoiliac Revasc with 

CFE to Endovascular Revasc with CFE

▪ Review of procedures from 2009-2015 in the VQI

2351 procedures for aortoiliac occlusive disease (open or 

endo) with common femoral endarterectomy (CFE)

 879 open aortoiliac revascs with CFE

 1472 endo aortoiliac revascs with CFE

▪ Patients with aneurysms, undergoing extra-anatomic 

revascularization, concomitant infrainguinal procedures or 

procedures distal to the CFA, acute ischemia, and at centers 

with <50% LTF reporting excluded



Outcomes

▪ Early outcomes:  

 30-day mortality

 Length of Stay (LOS)

▪ Late (1-year) outcomes: 

 1-year mortality

 Improvement in ABI

 Improvement in ambulatory status

 Primary patency

 Need for re-intervention

 Major ipsilateral amputations



Demographics

▪ Endo-CFE patients generally a little more ill



Demographics

▪ Anatomic and disease severity a mixture between 

the groups



Demographics



Outcomes



Improvement in Ambulation



Factors Associated with Ambulation



Center Volume

▪ High volume centers had better LOS, discharge to home, and 

1- year patency

▪ Similar early mortality, improved ambulatory status and 

improved ABI between center volumes



Limitations

▪ TASC classification not reported for those receiving 

open repair, limiting disease severity comparison

▪ Unmeasured treatment bias

▪ Less able to granularly quantify ambulatory status 

(no claudication distance capture) or quality of life 

data



Conclusions

▪ Endo-CFE improved short term outcomes, 

equivalent freedom from major amputation

▪ Open-CFE with better long-term improvement in ABI 

and ambulatory status

▪ “Open repair should therefore be considered for 

patients with aortoiliac-femoral occlusive disease 

and reasonable surgical risk”



Discussion

▪ Practice patterns or perceptions similar or different 

in regards to open aorotoiliac interventions vs hybrid 

approach in the Southeast?





▪ VSGNE CRI score was used to stratify patients as 

high and low risk for postop cardiac events.

High risk=VSGNE CRI ≥8 ↔14.3% risk of ACE


